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ABSTRACT

We investigated the likelihood that hypokinesia/bradykinesia coexist with drug-

induced dyskinesias (DID) in patients with Parkinson's disease (PD). The influence of

dyskinesias on rapid alternating movements (RAM) was investigated in ten dyskinetic

patients (DPD). Their motor performance was compared to that of ten age/gender-

matched non-dyskinetic patients (NDPD) and ten healthy control subjects. Whole-body

magnitude (WBM) and fast pronation-supination at the wrist were recorded using 6-

degrees of freedom magnetic motion tracker and forearm rotational sensors, respectively.

Subjects were asked to pronate-supinate their dominant hand for 10s. Pre- and post-

measures were taken in a neutral position for 20s. RANGE (measure of hypokinesia),

DURATION (measure of bradykinesia). VELOCITY (measure of bradykinesia) and

IRREGULARITY (measure of fluctuations in movement amplitude) were used to assess

RAM performance. Results showed that DPD patients had greater WBM than NDPD and

control groups during rest and RAM performance. There were no differences in

performance between NDPD and DPD groups for RANGE, DURATION and

VELOCITY, despite significant longer disease duration for the DPD group (DPD = 15.5

± 6.2 years versus NDPD = 6.6 ± 2.6 years). However, both the NDPD and DPD groups

showed lower RANGE, longer DURATION, and reduced VELOCITY compared to

controls,, suggesting the presence of bradykinesia and hypokinesia. In the case of

IRREGULARITY, DPD patients showed clear fluctuations in movement amplitude

compared to the NDPD and control groups. However, the lack of correlation between

WBM and IRREGULARITY within the DPD group (Spearman's rank order, Rho - 0.31,

p > 0.05), suggests that DID was not the primary cause of the fluctuating movement
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amplitude observed in that group. In conclusion, these findings suggest that DID may

coexists with bradykinesia and hypokinesia, but that they are not inevitably accompanied

with worsening motor performance.
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INTRODUCTION

Despite revolutionary developments in understanding the pathophysiology and

pharmacology, the cause of Parkinson's disease (PD) still remains a mystery with no cure

and as yet, no means to even predict or prevent the disease. The prevalence of PD typically

increases with age (Bower et al. 1 999; ^Schrag et al. 2000); according to recent Canadian

statistics, PD affects nearly 100,000 Canadians. Moreover, due to the aging of the "baby

boomers" it is likely that the overall precedence of PD will rise within the near future (Just

& Osergaard 2002).

The fundamental neuropathological feature of PD is the result of gradual loss of

dopamine-producing neurons in the substantia nigra pars compacta (SNc), located within

the basal ganglia (Carlsson 1959; Ehringer & Homykiewicz 1960). During the early

1960's, this discovery allowed for the development of L-3,4-dihydroxyphenylalanine

(levodopa), a precursor of dopamine (DA) that is transformed into DA within the brain.

Thus far, the gold standard treatment for PD is levodopa; and secondary to that DA agonist

drugs. Specifically, levodopa in combination with a peripheral dopa decarboxylase inhibitor

is the most accepted and efficacious agent for the treatment of PD. This treatment

combination is effective throughout the course of the illness; however, its use is associated

with the occurrence of long-term complications, particularly the appearance of dyskinesias

(i.e. involuntary movements) (Bedard et al. 1986; Filion 2000; ^Obeso et al. 2000). The

prevalence of drug-induced dyskinesia (DID) in PD patients has been estimated at

approximately 20-30% after five years of levodopa treatment (Ahlskog & Muenter 2001).

Although less optimistic estimates propose an increase incidence of 10% per year after





initiating levodopa treatment, and 80-100% after 10 years (Baas 2000). Additionally,

dyskinesias are the most common and disabling side effect of levodopa treatment (Rascol et

al. 2000). With increasing duration of levodopa therapy, there is also a rise in both

frequency and severity of DID. This represents a major source of disability for PD patients

(Damiano et al. 2000; Pechevis et al. 2001), as well as limiting the ability of physicians to

increase the levodopa dose to provide satisfactory control of parkinsonian symptoms.

Although some theories have proposed pharmacodynamic and pharmacokinetic properties

of levodopa in accordance with nigrostriatal damage to play a part in DID onset, the cause

ofDID is still unknown (Bedard et al. 1992; Rascol et al. 1998).

Because of recent improvement in drug therapies as well as drug management,

patients with PD are now living longer with the disease. Although in general the mortality

rate of PD patients is on a decline, it inevitable that the majority of these patients will

experience DID during their course of the disease. Accordingly, it is vital that we improve

our understanding of these involuntary movements in order to understand their impact on

the quality of life of PD patients.

Given the aforementioned concerns, only a small number of studies have attempted

to quantify DID and its affect on voluntary movement in PD patients (Durif et al. 1999).

More importantly, no study has provided a three-dimensional (3-D) assessment of the

impact of dyskinesias on voluntary movement. Such information would not only be

valuable with regard to patient care and quality of life, but would also help in the

understanding the origin and nature of dyskinesias, hence providing far-reaching insights

into the organization of the basal ganglia and motor systems. This knowledge will

consequently add to the development of a robust method for assessing newly emerging





drugs and surgical treatments aimed at improving motor performance and reducing the

incidence of DID. Accordingly, the general objective of the proposed research study is to

investigate the influence of DID on voluntary motor behaviour in patients with PD.

LITERATURE REVIEW

The literature review section of this paper will discuss current literature regarding

PD and DID; specifically examining the basal ganglia circuitry, pathophysiology of

bradykinesia, treatments available for PD, pathophysiology and phenomenology of DID.

The latter will then lead to the development of the rational for this research study.

2.1 Parkinson's Disease (PD)

In 1817 James Parkinson in his monograph titled, "An essay on the shaking palsy",

first described the condition that now bears his name (Parkinson 1817). Yet, it was not until

78 years after Parkinson's monograph that the substantia nigra was proposed to be

associated with Parkinson's disease (PD) (Brissaud 1 895). The four cardinal motor features

of PD are bradykinesia (slowness of movement), resting tremor, rigidity and postural

instability (Kahn & Britton, 2004). During the early stages of the disease (even prior to

diagnosis), pafients usually notice the resting tremor first, since it is physically observable

(Fahn 2003). In some cases bradykinesia will present itself as the first symptom; however,

in some patients it is not perceived as a problem, thus delaying diagnosis and treatment.

Some clinical signs of bradykinesia could include reduced facial expressions, slower and

smaller hand writing, reduced arm swing or leg stride, and softening of the voice (Khan &

Britton 2004). With the progression of disease, the gradual loss of dopamine inevitably

leads to gradual worsening of symptoms.





2. 1.

1

Diagnosis

The ability of physicians to distinguish between idiopathic PD (no known aetiology)

and other classifications of Parkinsonism is admittedly difficult (considering clinical

characteristics are at times similar). This has been well documented, since post-mortem

reports account up to 25 percent of the population as misdiagnosed (Khan & Britton 2004).

Currently, there is no gold standard diagnostic test for PD patients in vivo. A thorough

diagnosis can only be made post-mortem (Guttman et al. 2003; Khan & Britton 2004).

Presently, the most reliable method for diagnosing PD is by means of clinical examinations,

which usually occur over multiple visits.

Since PD is a progressive disease, not all four cardinal symptoms might present

themselves at the same time. Nonetheless, it is essential for two of the cardinal symptoms to

be present prior to diagnosis, in which one of the cardinal symptoms must be a resting

tremor or bradykinesia (Fahn 2003). In addition to clinical examinations, imaging

techniques and nuclear medicine studies have been helpful in distinguishing parkinsonism-

plus syndromes from Idiopathic PD. However, these techniques are still considered

experimental, and further inquiry for their role in PD diagnosis is required (Guttman et al.

2003).

2.1.2 Putative Risk Factors

Currently, it is proposed that PD may be due to a combination of interacting

environmental and genetic factors. These multifactorial speculations propose that one or

numerous susceptible genes are interacting with one or numerous environmental factors

(i.e. occupation, trauma, toxins or infectious diseases) (Lai et al. 2002). Twin studies have

played a significant role in attempting to understand these interactions. However, they have





failed to validate genetics as the major cause of PD. For instance, the largest twin study to

date, reported the concordance rate of monozygotic twins to be similar to that of dizygotic

twins, signifying that genetics does not play a vital role in causing PD (Tanner et al. 1999).

Tanner et al. (1999) however, reported a significantly higher concordance rate in 16

monozygotic twin pairs diagnosed before the age of 50 years, an indication that genetics

may play a bigger part in young-onset PD.

Epidemiological studies have linked several environmental factors to PD, these

include: rural living, farming, exposure to metal, well water, pesticides, diets high in animal

fat or carbohydrates, ,head trauma, infectious diseases, and low consumption of anti-

oxidant foods rich in vitamin C and E (Lai et al. 2002; Warner & Schapira 2003). Of the

numerous risk factors studied, exposure to pesticides has been linked more consistently

than any other environmental risk factor (Poirier et al. 1991; Barbeau et al. 1987; Khan &

Britton 2004). Despite speculations, no specific environmental agent has been documented.

2.2 The Basal Ganglia

The basal ganglia refer to a collection of nuclei deep within the midbrain of the

cerebral hemispheres. One of its main functions is to support the planning and learning of

motor movement by means of cortical communication. These nuclei consist of a complex

network of parallel loops that receive synaptic information from the entire cortex and return

this information via the thalamus to multiple cortical points, including the origin

(Alexander et al. 1990; Alexander & Crutcher 1990) (Figure 1). In particular, there are five

parallel loops: 1) motor; 2) oculomotor (eye movement); 3) lateral orbitofrontal

(personality); 4) dorsal lateral prefrontal (executive functions) and 5) limbic (emotions)

(Alexander & Crutcher 1990: Alexander et al. 1990). The pathophysiology of movement





Figure 1.

Normal schematic of the current model of the

basal ganglia. Note: The striatum communicates with the

output neurons in the GPi and SNr through a direct pathway
and with synaptic connections in the GPe and STN through

an indirect pathway (inspired by ^Obeso et al. 2000).
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Excitatory
|
Direct Pathway
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disorders such as PD predominantly involve the motor loop (Figure 1); therefore, for the

purpose of this thesis, the other abovementioned loops will not be discussed fiirther.

23 Basal Ganglia Circuitry

The basal ganglia are comprised of the striatum (caudate nucleus and putamen),

globus pallidus intemus (GPi) and extemus (GPe), subthalamic nucleus (STN), substantia

nigra pars compacta (SNc) and reticulata (SNr) (Figure 1) (''Obeso et al., 2000). The

striatum represents the 'input' portion of the basal ganglia, since it receives somatotopic

organized afferent information from the precentral/supplementary motor areas of the cortex,

thalamus and SNc (DeLong 1990; Bezard et al. 2001; Alexander et al. 1990). The GPi and

SNr represent the 'output' structures of the basal ganglia, since most of their afferent

information projects to the ventral anterior and ventral lateral (VA-VL) thalamus

(Alexander et al. 1990; Bezard et al. 2001). The thalamus then projects back to the cortex,

where information is then projected to brainstem portions (i.e. pedunculopontine nucleus

[PPN]) and subsequently the spinal cord pathways (DeLong 1990). There are also other

neural circuits significant to the basal ganglia circuitry, such as direct GPi projections to the

PPN; however these will not be discussed in detail.

Precentral/supplementary motor areas of the cortex project to the striatum,

specifically to the posterolateral putamen, where they form excitatory glutamate synapses

with y-aminobutyric acid (GABA)-containing neurons (Alexander et al. 1990; ''Obeso et al.

2000). Striatal neurons set apart two efferent pathways that connect the striatum to the

basal ganglia output nuclei: the so-called 'direct' and 'indirect' pathways. The direct

pathway is comprised of inhibitory GABA-ergic neurons that express mostly dopaminergic

Dl receptors, and thus inhibit the GPi/SNr (Figure 2). Direct pathways neurons also use
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substance P and opioids derived from the precursor preproenkephalin (PPE)-B (the

dynorphins, leucine-enkephalins and a-neoendorphin) as co-transmitters ( Obeso et al.,

2000; Brotchie, 2000). Striatal neurons in the indirect pathway also possess GABA-ergic

neurons and express mostly D2 receptors that connect the putamen with the GPi/SNr via

synaptic connections through GPe and STN (Figure 3). Projections from the GPe to the

STN are also GABAergic and inhibitory. Neurons of the indirect pathway use enkephalins

as co-transmitters (Bezard et al. 2001). Moreover, neurons derived in the STN are

glutamergic and therefore excite neurons in the GPi/SNr as well as the pedunculopontine

nucleus (PPN) (Alexander et al. 1990; ''Obeso et al. 2000). In summary, striatal projections

from the indirect pathway lead to inhibition of the GPe, disinhibition of the STN and

excitation of the GPi/SNr. Activation of the direct pathway inhibits basal ganglia output

cells, while activation of the indirect pathway results in their excitation. In other words,

activation of the indirect pathway is associated with suppression of movement, while

activation of the direct pathway is associated with the facilitation of movement (Alexander

et al. 1990; ''Obeso et al. 2000) (Figure 4).

Dopaminergic projections from the SNc are predominantly directed to GABA-ergic

neurons of the striatum. The above model suggests that DA modulates glutamatergic effects

on cortico-striatal inputs by applying a binary effect on striatal GABA-ergic neurons:

activating Dl -receptor-expressing neurons in the direct pathway and inhibiting D2-

receptor-expressing neurons in the indirect pathway (Cepeda et al. 1993; Gerfen et al. 1990)

(Figure 4). During normal movement, increased nigra-striatal DA projections will increase

thalamo-cortical activity (Figure 4), thus creating (in general) facilitation of movement via

the direct and indirect pathways.
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Figure 2.

Normal schematic of the current model of the

basal ganglia during movement: Direct pathway. The
thickness of the arrows indicates the degree of activation

Note: The direct pathway faciUtates desired movements.

Increased activity from cortex will provoke increased

thalamo-cortical activity (inspired by ''Obeso et al. 2000).
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2.4 Current Model of the Basal Ganglia in Parkinson's disease

In PD, the progressive death of dopaminergic neurons upsets the symmetry between

the direct and indirect pathways, and as a consequence induces hyperactivity of the GPi

(Albin et al. 1989; DeLong 1990) (Figure 5). Based on the current model of the basal

ganglia, it is evident that DA deficiency leads to a series of functional changes in striato-

pallidal circuits (DeLong, 1990; Albin et al. 1989; ''Obeso et al. 2000). Existing evidence

suggests that the loss of dopaminergic neurons decreases the normal inhibition that DA

exerts on D2-bearing GABA/enkephalin neurons in the indirect pathway and reduces

dopaminergic activation of Dl -bearing GABA/substance P/dynorphin neurons in the direct

pathway (Penney & Young 1986; DeLong 1990; ''Obeso et al. 2000) (Figure 5).

Diminished dopaminergic inhibition of neurons in the indirect pathway leads to excess

inhibition of the GPe, disinhibition of the STN and increased excitatory activation of

GPi/SNr neurons (DeLong 1990). The reduced dopaminergic activation of neurons in the

direct pathway results in a decreased inhibition of the GPi/SNr (''Obeso et al. 2000; DeLong

1990). Therefore, the net resuh is increased excitation of GPi/SNr neurons via the indirect

pathway and decreased inhibition via the direct pathway. This leads to increased output

from the GPi/SNr, excessive inhibition of thalamo-cortical and brainstem neurons and the

development of parkinsonian features (Albin et al. 1989; DeLong 1990).

Despite the fact that the current basal ganglia model succeeds logically in

explaining the motor features of PD, it is admittedly incomplete. It does not account for

why tremor, rigidity, bradykinesia, gait dysfiinction and postural instability are present in

differing degrees in diverse population of patients or why they respond differently to

levodopa or surgical procedures (Parent & Cicchetti 1998; '""'Obeso et al. 2000). The model
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also does not account for why some PD patients develop DID and some do not, specifically

among YOPD and LOPD populations. It is evident that the model does not fully address the

importance of feedback loops between the STN, GPe and GPi (''Obeso et al. 2000) or the

role of the PPN, which receives major neural projections from the GPi and STN and

provides excitatory innervation to the SNc (Parent & Cicchetti 1 998). This might explain

why thalamic lesions have not been reported to induce parkinsonian features or why

surgery on the output nuclei of the basal ganglia does not lead to deficits in specific motor

performances (*^Obeso et al. 2000).

2.5 Pathophysiology of Bradykinesia

Slowness of movement (bradykinesia) is essentially the main characteristic and

most disabling feature of PD. In addition to bradykinesia, the terms "akinesia", poverty of

initiating movement and "hypokinesia", smaller movements, are also used in describing

slowness of movement. Throughout the early stages of the disease, manifestation of

bradykinesia/hypokinesia/akinesia is observed with speaking, walking or standing and

sitting in and out of chairs (Fahn 2003). Patients may illustrate reduction in leg stride and

arms sway when walking, decreased facial expression and amplitude of voice and slower,

smaller handwriting (Fahn 2003). As the disease progresses, there is a steady worsening of

bradykinesia, despite levodopa treatment. At its worse, PD patients may become

completely akinetic, requiring extreme concentration to initiate and perform the simplest of

movements.

Based on the current PD model (Albin et al. 1989; DeLong 1990), the manifestation

of bradykinesia/hypokinesia or deficits in rapid voluntary movement is caused by the

gradual loss of DA within the SNc. This loss of DA results in excessive and abnormal
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inhibitory projections from the basal gangHa output structures to the thalamus (DeLong

1990). It is suggested that these abnormal neural firing patterns within GPi-thalamo-cortical

neural circuit produce "neural noise", which is then projected to the cortex (Berardelli et al.

2001). Consequently, it is the projection of this "neural noise" to the motor cortex that is

proposed to be the "primary" basis of bradykinesia, which in turn results in the inadequate

facilitation of voluntary movements (Berardelli et al. 2001).

2.5.1 Secondary Causes ofBradykinesia

It is also suggested that other factors such as rigidity, muscle weakness and tremor

may play a "secondary" role in bradykinesia. Presently, it has been difficult for researchers

to accurately measure the effect of rigidity on bradykinesia, although some authors (Tatton

& Lee 1975; Johnson et al. 1991) have claimed long-latency stretch reflexes may play a

part in slowness of movement; if reflexes are generated in an antagonist muscle during a

contraction of an agonist muscle.

Most experiments comparing strength of PD patients with normal subjects have

reported mild reductions in strength in different muscle groups (Jordan et al. 1992;

Stelmach et al. 1989). The general idea is that patients with PD exhibit weakness in some

muscle groups, and this weakness contributes to slowness of movement. Brown et al.

(1997) demonstrated that tremor at -10 Hertz (Hz) in patients OFF therapy prohibits

maximum fusion of motor unit contraction, which can be a factor contributing to weakness.

The role of tremor in bradykinesia will be discussed in detail in a later section; mainly

because tremor represents an interesting model of involuntary motor behaviour that may

affect voluntary movements.





2.5.2 Repetitive Movements

Characteristically, the extent of bradykinesia is persistent throughout simple

movements (i.e. flexion/extension), however if PD patients are asked to perform complex

tasks (movements), either by repeating the task or by combining it with other movements,

bradykinesia becomes more prominent. In particular, this phenomenon is brought about

when PD patients perform rapid alternating movements (RAM), such as wrist pronation-

supination (Agostino et al. 1998; Johnson et al. 1998; Duval et al. In Print). Hence, RAM is

often used as a direct measure of slowness of movement (Okada & Okada 1983; Beuter et

al. 1999; Duval et al. 2005 In Print). As a resuh of this phenomenon, patients typically

display hypokinesia and fatigue. In more severe cases, patients may also exhibit hesitation

in initiating movements or arrests in ongoing movement.

2.6 Treatment of PD

Symptomatic relief through DA replacement therapy still remains as the main

medical approach for treating PD. Presently, levodopa in combination with carbidopa (to

prevent DA from metabolizing peripherally) is the most powerful and efficacious

pharmacological treatment for PD patients. Recently, the use of catechol-0-

methyltransferase (COMT) (to prevent metabolization ofDA) inhibitor in combination with

levodopa has shown to extend the plasma half-life of levodopa (Kaakkola 2000). Next to

levodopa, the second most efficacious drugs in treating PD are DA agonists. In comparison

to levodopa, DA agonists have been shown to bring about psychosis, hallucinations, and

confusion, especially in the elderly. Conversely, DA agonist therapy has shown to reduce

motor fluctuations and DID more so than levodopa (Rascol et al. 2000; Parkinson Study
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Group 2000). Despite this improvement, the same studies reported levodopa to produce

greater symptomatic reliefthan DA agonists.

Because a better understanding of the basal ganglia has been achieved, surgical

procedures, such as stereotaxic deep brain stimulation (DBS) are increasingly becoming

more available for the treatment of PD. The reason for this popularity is due to the fact that

previous lesioned-based procedures such as thalamotomy or pallidotomy involve greater

risk in causing neurological deficits (Fahn 2003). With DBS however, the stimulation can

be adjusted and electrodes from their respective sites can be removed if needed (Fahn

2003). In particular, DBS of the STN has been shown to be the most efficacious site for

reducing bradykinesia (Fahn 2003). This reduction in bradykinesia also allows for a

reduction in levodopa treatment, as a result decreasing the severity ofDID in PD patients.

2.7 Drug-Induced Dyskinesia (DID)

During the early stages of PD, patient- response to levodopa is excellent and its

benefits endure even if a single dose is neglected. However, as the disease progresses, most

patients begin to experience motor fluctuations in which levodopa does not adequately treat

the Parkinsonian symptoms (^Obeso et al. 2000). As a result, it becomes increasingly

difficult to deliver a dose of levodopa that provides both an anti-parkinsonian effect and

prevent side effects such as DID.

2. 7.1 Putative Risk Factors ofDID

Reports from epidemiological studies have indicated variables such as age, age of

onset of PD, and time from onset to start of drug therapy to be correlated with the incidence

of dyskinesias (Blin et al. 1988; de Jong et al. 1987; Pederzoli et al. 1983; Lyons et al.
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1998; Kostic et al. 1991). Schrag and Quinn (2000) suggested that dosage levels of

levodopa as well as duration of treatment and disease were associated with a higher

incidence of dyskinesias. Dyskinesias also appeared sooner in YOPD than LOPD (Schrag

& Quinn 2000). These results support a similar study conducted by Grandas et al. (1999),

where the age of onset of PD and the initial levodopa dose were the main independent

predictors of DID using levodopa. Additionally, YOPD patients had a higher risk of

developing DID during the first two years of drug therapy. Other studies have also

confirmed this notion (Schrag, & Quinn 2000; Bass 2000), however, the underlying

principle behind this observation is still not clear.

2.8 Phenomenology of DID

Abnormal movements caused by DID can be classified into 4 distinct motor

patterns: Chorea; Dystonia; Ballism and Myoclonus.

2.8.1 Chorea

Chorea refers to purposeless, swift, unsustained movements that occur during "on"

periods (Vidailhet et al. 1999; Hoff et al. 1999). This type of abnormal movement is the

most common form of DID and occurs in both peak-dose (peak plasma level of levodopa or

agonist drugs) and biphasic dyskinesia (occurring both before the onset of maximal

levodopa benefit and as the levodopa effect is wearing off) (Fahn 2000). A characteristic

feature of chorea is that the movements are unpredictable in timing, direction, and

distribution (i.e. random). The mildest forms of choreic movements are distinguished as

"overflow chorea". These movements usually occur during active voluntary movements

and are not present at rest (Hoff et al. 1999; Fahn 2000). For instance, if the individual is
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able to perform rapid repetitive movements of the wrist, choreic dyskinesias might arise

elsewhere in the body (i.e. non-performing limbs).

2.8.2 Dystonia

After chorea, dystonia is the second most common form of DID (Fahn 2000).

These movements are characterized by sustained muscle contraction and they can occur

either during peak-dose dystonia, beginning or end-off-dose dystonia, or "off dystonia

(Ilson et al. 1984). Dystonic movements are more severe than choreic movements and

therefore can cause further interference during activities of daily living.

Peak dose dystonia often occurs in a restricted body part. Some examples include

sustained, fixed contractions of the trapezius muscle, an arm or leg muscle, or facial

muscles (Ilson et al. 1984; Fahn 2000). Moreover, "off dystonia is most commonly

observed in the early morning affecting one foot, but can occur at any time of the day when

the patient is "off. The contractions are usually sustained and long lasting in a restricted

body part, often causing extreme pain (Ilson et al. 1984).

2.8.3 Ballism

Ballism refers to large (amplitude) choreic movements of the proximal parts of the

limbs, causing flinging and flailing movements (Vidailhet et al. 1999). This type of

extreme chorea is not common in DPD patients. Although, when it does occur, it can be

either unilateral (hemiballism) on the more severe side of Parkinsonism or bilateral

(biballism) ifPD is bilaterally severe (Fahn 2000).
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2.8.4 Myoclonus

Myoclonic jerks refer to sudden, brief, shock-like involuntary movements (Fahn

2000). In PD, the jerks are caused by muscular contractions, usually due to an overdose of

levodopa. These types of movements can occur unilaterally or bilaterally in the extremities,

typically during sleep, although they may also occur during the day (Fahn 2000). The

presence of myoclonus is usually ominous, indicating the presence of cognitive

complications from levodopa and often representing either toxicity to levodopa in PD or the

development of some other form of Parkinsonism, such as diffuse Lewy-body disease

(Fahn 2000).

2.9 Role of Dopamine in DID

Levodopa "honeymoon" period generally lasts 3-5 years, in which symptomatic

relief is at its best. Subsequent to this period, most patients eventually experience DID. The

development of DID usually require daily treatment of levodopa over several months

( Obeso et al. 2000). The same application pertains to the MPTP primate model of

Parkinsonism, where doses between 50 mg and 100 mg of levodopa must be administered

daily or twice daily for weeks before dyskinesias develop (Calon et al. 1995). Once the

manifestation of dyskinesia has taken place, even if therapy is discontinued completely for

several weeks, the next initial dose of levodopa will still set off the same dyskinesia in

humans and MPTP monkeys (priming phenomenon) (''Calon et al. 2000; Pearce et al.

1998). It is suggested that this "priming" effect instigated by levodopa may cause a long

lasting permanent change in the brain, resulting in modification of the response of the basal

ganglia to exogenous DA (^''Calon et al. 2000). Interestingly, there have been recent reports

of normal monkeys developing dyskinesias after chronic high doses of levodopa (80 mg)
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(Pearce 1999). Accordingly, no conclusions have been made with respect to the precise

mechanism responsible for this "priming" effect.

2.10 Current Model of DID: Revisiting the Basal Ganglia Model in PD

According to the current basal ganglia model of PD, dyskinesias occur due to

excessive inhibition of neurons in the putamen-GPe projection, and as a result disinhibiting

the GPe (Grossman 1987). Consequently, this disinhibition of the GPe results in excessive

inhibition of the STN, which in turn decreases the STN excitatory drive and subsequent

hypoactivity of GPi/SNr projections (Figure 6) (Grossman 1990; Grossman 1987; DeLong

1 990). This reduction in GPi/SNr output leads to decreased inhibition of thalamo-cortical

neurons and over-excitation of cortical motor areas, in turn leading to the manifestation of

dyskinesias (Grossman 1990; Grossman 1987; DeLong 1990; ''Obeso et al. 2000). This

notion has been supported by experiments on both MPTP animal models (Filion et al.

1991) and PD patients, which show increases in neural activity in the GPe and reduced

neural activation in the GPi during DID (Lozano 2000). Despite these obser\'ations, the

basic cellular mechanisms underlying DID are still unclear. Although the goal of the

present study is not to
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determine the origin of DID, it is important that we review the basic mechanisms theorised

to be responsible for this involuntary release ofmovement.

2.10.1 DA receptor supersensitivity

Denervation-induced supersensitivity of DA receptors has been generally

acknowledged as the most probable mechanism of DID (Bedard et al. 1999; Jenner 2000).

According to this hypothesis, supersensitive receptors respond exaggeratedly to DA

produced from levodopa, thus leading to dyskinetic movements. This theory proposes that

fiinctional alternation at this level may change the equilibrium between the direct and

indirect pathways and between the excitatory and inhibitory projections of the cortico-basal

ganglia-thalamo-cortical motor loop (Jenner 2000). This assumption is compatible with

some valuable clinical observations. For instance, post mortem reports indicate an increase

in D2 DA receptor binding sites in untreated PD patients (Lee et al. 1978) and MPTP

treated monkeys (Creese et al. 1977). Yet, dyskinesias are virtually never observed after the

first initial dose of levodopa, especially since this is period at which the supersensitivity is

expected to be present (^Obeso et al. 2000). In fact, DID may take several weeks or months

to appear (Cotzias et al. 1969; Graybiel et al. 2000). The supersensitivity theory also does

not account for why normal monkeys present dyskinesias after being exposed to high oral

doses of levodopa (Pearce et al. 1995). Furthermore, data from animal models of PD have

indicated that upregulation of D2 receptors is temporary (Murata & Kanazawa 1993;

Alexander et al. 1993). Given these discrepancies, it is suggested that DID may appear as a

result of pharmacological changes induced by non-physiological levels of exogenous

levodopa, instead ofDA receptor hypersensitivity (Olanow et al. 2000).
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2.10.2 Temporal Profile ofReceptor Stimulation

Because levodopa possesses a short pharmacokinetic plasma elimination half-life

(60-90 minutes), it is currently suggested that intermittent oral administration of levodopa

causes an abnormal pulsatile stimulation ofDA receptors, which distinctly differs from the

more continuous physiologic release of DA (Grace 1991; Olanow & Obeso 2000). This

pulsatility caused by exogenous DA can be responsible for a receptor (or a post-receptor)

dysregulation and consequent alterations in neural firing patterns (Olanow & Obeso 2000).

Moreover, it is plausible that abnormal DA receptor stimulation may be responsible for the

activation of different intracellular signalling pathways than those that arise in the normal

condition (Sealfon & Olanow 2000). Although several of these molecular changes have

been identified (Olanow et al. 2000), the precise location and signals responsible for

inducing DID is not knowTi. This theory might explain why DA agonists (drugs that mimic

dopamine) which usually have a longer elimination half-life than levodopa, induce less

dyskinesia (Bedard et al. 1986; Pearce et al. 1998), or why short-acting DA agonists almost

never induce dyskinesias when administered continuously, but do so when administered

intermittently (Blanchet et al. 1995).

2.1 1 Proposed Model of DID

Based on the recent literature, ''Obeso et al. (2000) have attempted to provide a new

model in explaining the manifestation of DID in PD (Figure 7). The model suggests that

reduced rate of neural firing in the GPi is not the only factor responsible for the

development of DID. Rather, the pulsafile effects of exogenous DA on the striatum triggers

abnormal neural firing and in turn affect the temporal and spatial firing patterns in addition
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to rate of neural frequency (''Obeso et al. 2000). Therefore, it would be elusive to attribute

the development of dyskinesias solely on the premise of reduced neural firing in the GPi, as

suggested by the above model. In fact, alterations in temporal and spatial firing of the GPi

can account for why pallidotomy and DBS reduced or abolished DID, while at the same

time improving bradykinesia in PD patients (''Obeso et al. 2000). Accordingly, it would be

the communication of these abnormal neural patterns from the basal ganglia en route for

cortical motor areas that would create dyskinesias in PD patients. Therefore, it can be

assumed that hypoactivity of the GPi cannot be solely responsible or even the most

significant factor in manifestation of dyskinesias (''Obeso et al. 2000). In fact, the same

assumption can pertain to the pathophysiology of bradykinesia, tremor and rigidity, since

hyperactivity of the GPi does not fully validate the basis of these motor characteristics

C^Obeso et al. 2000).

2. 12 Rationale

As previously stated, the pathophysiology of bradykinesia is presumed to be the

result of excessive abnormal neural firing patterns from the basal ganglia output structures

to the cortex (via the thalamus) (DeLong 1990). On the other hand, dyskinesias may be the

consequence of reduction in the basal ganglia output structures, leading to decreased

inhibition of thalamo-cortical neurons and over-excitation of cortical motor areas

(Grossman 1990; Grossman 1987; DeLong 1990; ''Obeso et al. 2000). Whether these two

phenomena can coexist, or are present independently in patients remains to be determined.

As it is the case for tremor, DID may be considered as an involuntary release of

movement. Subsequently, it may be reasonable to assume that DID may affect the speed at

which voluntary movements are performed, as previously suggested for tremor. Here, we
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review the possible mechanisms by which tremor may affect voluntary movement in order

to make a parallel between how tremor and DID may participate in

bradykinesia/hypokinesia.

Although the precise pathways where tremor might be generated is not fully

understood, data from PD animal models (Filion 1979; Filion & Tremblay 1988; Lamarre

et al. 1975) has lead to the theory that changes in oscillatory activity within the basal

ganglia and/or thalamus (specifically the anterior segment of the ventral lateral thalamus

[VLa] where GP projections are processed) may participate in the generation or

propagation of oscillations causing tremor (Pare et al. 1990). Additionally, since the VLa of

the thalamus is reciprocally and topographically connected to other sections within the

thalamic nuclei (i.e. posterior VL [VLp]) (Deschenes et al. 1984; Steriade et al. 1984), these

interactions may result in additional synchronization between neighbouring thalamic nuclei,

which are not necessarily GP recipient sectors. The idea is that, these oscillations (tremor

discharge) can consequently alter voluntar>' motor commands in the cortex via thalamo-

cortical circuits. Thus, for these reasons we feel that it is important to discuss the role of

tremor because it represents a central model of involuntary movement superimposed over

voluntary motor behaviour. In fact, Alberts (1972) hypothesized that tremor may possibly

be the result of involuntary release of a motor program used for RAM. Recent studies have

supported this theory by being able to show that brain structures involved in RAM are

similar to that implicated during tremor (Parker et al. 1992; Duffau et al. 1996). Indeed,

Volkmann et al. (1996) was able to show in PD patients that the motor cortex is part of a

network of brain segments that show tremor-related oscillatory activity. Accordingly, the

authors suggested that these central motor circuit oscillations could act as "noise" that may
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interfere with voluntary motor activity. Ventral-lateral thalamotomy, a surgical procedure

that is effective for alleviating tremor (Ohye et al. 1982; Nagaseki et al. 1986; Duval et al.

2000; Duval et al. In Print), has been shown to improve fine movement accuracy (Perret

1968; Duval et al. 2005 In Press). Moreover, Logigian et al. (1991) demonstrated that large

amplitude finger tremor influenced the timing at which voluntary muscle contraction is

performed. Carboncini et al. (2001) supported this observation by demonstrating that

tremor caused an increase in movement time during an upper-arm extension task.

Therefore, tremor may play a role in bradykinesia.

Data fi-om metabolic imaging (PET and /MRI) studies have revealed decreased

activation of basal ganglia and cortical areas (involved in movement) in PD patients than

normal subjects (Jahanshahi et al. 1995). Interestingly, treatment-using apomorphine seems

to reverse this phenomenon, while at the same time improving bradykinesia scores (Rascol

et al. 1 992). Conversely, there seems to be overactivity of the SMA and primary motor

areas in dyskinetic patients (Rascol et al. 1998). The assumption is that the mechanism

responsible for dyskinetic messages differs from that of bradykinesia/hypokinesia

(Berardelli et al. 2001; Krack et al. 1998). Since neural mechanisms responsible for

bradykinesia (hypo-activity of cortical areas) are opposite of the ones responsible for

dyskinesia (hyper-activity of cortical areas), bradykinesia should not be present while

patients are experiencing dyskinesias. Although the current basal ganglia model of

bradykinesia/hypokinesia and DID suggest opposite neural imbalance, clinical evidence

propose that dyskinesias can occur at the same time as bradykinesia/hypokinesia (Berardelli

et al. 2001). To our knowledge however, no studies have quantified motor performance

simultaneously with DID magnitude. Yet. such as the case for tremor, it is possible that
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DID may act as noise supeq30sed over the voluntary motor command, impeding

performance. Accordingly, it is possible that the presence of DID will result in slowness of

movement due to the conflicting involuntary and voluntary motor commands.

2.13 Hypothesis

According to the aforementioned evidence presented, we hypothesize that

bradykinesia/hypokinesia will be present during choreic DID, hindering RAM performance

in PD patients. If RAM is not hindered by DID, then it could be assumed that

bradykinesia/hypokinesia are indeed opposite neural disturbances.

2.14 Quantifying Dyskinesias

Despite the increasing prevalence of DID, few studies have investigated the

influence of DID on voluntary motor behaviour. Presently, the most popular procedures

used to clinically assess dyskinesias are subjective clinical rating scales and self-report

diaries by patients, scales being the most dependent (Burkhard. et al. 1999). However,

subjective scales were developed primarily to rate the severity of dyskinesias, body

segments involved and/or type of dyskinesia present (Goetz et al. 1994; Marconi et al.

1994; Lozano et al. 2000). Moreover, recent attempts to objectively assess dyskinesias

using rotation-sensitive movement monitors (Burkhard et al. 1999), accelerometers (Hoff et

al. 2001; Keijsers et al. 2000), electromyography (Yanagisawa & Nezu 1987) and Doppler

radars (Vitek & Giroux 2000) have not provided a 3-D assessment ofDID and its impact on

voluntary movement. In fact, only one study has investigated possible interaction between

DID and motor behaviour; Durif et al. (1999) found that both motor and mental tasks may

increase the quantity of DID in patients. Accordingly, the present study intends to quantify

whole-body choreic DID by using a 3-D representation and determine its impact on
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voluntary movements in patients with PD. DID and involuntary movements will be

quantified by using a magnetic motion tracker system. This system is capable of

interpreting 3-D whole-body kinematics, measuring both position and orientation of body

movements.

METHODS

3.1 Participants

Whole-body magnitude (WBM) and motor performance will be quantified in thirty

participants at the Brock University motor disorders lab. Ten idiopathic DPD participants

(aged 56-76 years old, mean 67.5 + 6.3 years) who demonstrate mild to moderate peak-

dose choreic dyskinesias following their levodopa treatment will be recruited from the

Movement Disorder Clinic at the London Health Science Centre, Ontario. Reports from the

neurologist will be assessed to determine DID characteristics for all patients. Participants

will be excluded from the study if they suffered from dementia or psychiatric disorders (or

if they used neuroleptic drugs), presented dystonia as their predominant form of dyskinesia,

possessed high amplitude tremors, or had surgical procedures related to their Parkinson's.

Also, ten age/gender-match non-DPD (NDPD) participants, who will also meet the

aforementioned basic criteria, but who have not yet experienced DID in their lifetime (this

was assessed by self-report diaries and the patient's nurse [aged 47-78 years old, mean 67.9

+ 9.3 years]) and ten age/gender-match healthy control subjects (aged 47-79 years old,

mean 66.5 ± 10.9 years) will be tested. The Brock University and University of Western

Ontario Ethics Review Board will approve the experimental design and subjects will

provide signed consent prior to testing. The PD groups will be tested during the ON

condition; 20-40 minutes following their aftemoon L-dopa dose (session one) and again
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approximately 1 .5-2 hours following their L-dopa dose (session two). The third section of

the unified Parkinson's disease rating scale (UPDRS) will be used to measure parkinsonian

motor disability (maximal score 108) between testing sessions and once again following the

second testing session to distinguish best ON condition. Testing will take place in the

afternoon, since clinical evidence has suggested that PD patients experience DID more

prominently after a build up of successive doses of levodopa/carbidopa (Joseph et al. 1995)

and also because DID possess a diurnal motor pattem, which is described as an increase in

severity of DID in the evenings (Marsden 1980; Merello et al. 1997; Nutt 2001; Joseph et

al. 1995).

3.2 Apparatus

WBM will be quantified using \h.e. flock of birds magnetic motion tracker system

(Innovative Sports Training, Chicago, IL). This system uses 15 sensors that provide the

displacement (x, y and z) and orientation (pitch, yaw and roll) of movement in each body

segment relative to a fixed transmitter. By using the "grid" method within a twelve feet

radius, the system is capable of providing resolution of 0.1 deg rotational and 0.08 cm

translational; and accuracy of 0.5 deg rotational and 0.25 cm translational (Innovative

Sports Training, Chicago, IL; Eckhouse et al. 1996; Milne et al. 1996). This method

requires that a series of readings be taken at known locations, which are equally spaced

throughout the measurement grid (x, y and z). Upon completion of all recorded readings,

the system computes the correction polynomials using a regression equation; thus adjusting

the mapped space for any distortions within the magnetic field. However, we will reduce

the abovementioned grid and calibrate a smaller testing space. In total, 100 readings will be

taken at every 30.5 cm intervals throughout the space in the x, y and z by means of an
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anthropometer. Upon completion, the calibrated space will consist of a 3 feet (x) by 4 feet

(y) by 4 feet (z) grid, yielding an accuracy of 0.04 cm and resolution of 0.04 cm (Figure 8).

It is worthy to note that the working space will only be calibrated once, where all

participants will be tested.

Sensors will be placed bilaterally on the following body segments: superior spinae

of the scapula, mid-lateral upper-arm, mid-lateral forearm, dorsal hand, lateral shank and

dorsal foot. Sensors will also be attached to the posterior head (transverse plane running

through the eyes), thorax (Tl) and sacrum (between SI and S2), respectively. Patients will

be positioned (within the middle of the working space) approximately one meter away from

the magnetic transmitter facing the positive y-axes.

Subsequent to patient sensor set-up, body segments will be digitized (using a

stylus) based on pre-determined anatomical landmarks, in order for the system to assign

each sensor the centre of mass of local segment axes. The system calculates these

anatomical landmarks based on the manual entry of subjects height and weight, where

then the system uses anthropometric tables to calculate centre of mass for each body

segment axes ("centroid" method). By distinguishing joint centers, the long axes of body

segments are established.

3.3 Experimental Procedure

Following digitization, participants will be instructed to sit on an armless-wooden

chair and hold the two handballs attached to the potentiometer while keeping their elbows

approximately three inches away from their body (approximately 1 20°) in a neutral
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position (Figure 8). Participants will be instructed to pronate-supinate their dominant

hand (the non-dominant hand will hold the other handball during RAM performance but

Figure 8. Experimental setup for DID and RAM assessment.

will not perform the RAM task) and to abstain from any voluntary movements other than

the one requested for the pronation-supination task, while at same time not suppressing

any involuntary movements (hand dominance was determined by the subjects

themselves). Additionally, it is important to note that subjects will be instructed to

perform the RAM task with maximal rotational excursion and as fast as possible.

An auditory cue will signal the starting point of the recording session. First, the

participants will be instructed hold their neutral position as stated above for a period of 20

seconds, then they will be instructed to pronate-supinate their dominant hand for ten
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seconds, however only seven seconds from the beginning of movement will be used for

analysis. Upon RAM completion, another 20 sec without movement (in neutral condition)

will be recorded. This cycle will be repeated three consecutive times, with a one-minute rest

period between each trial.

To identify peak dose dyskinesias (dyskinetic group), two sessions will be recorded

for all participants, abiding by the following guidelines throughout the testing procedure:

participants will be continuously monitored and asked to provide feedback with respect to

their dyskinesia severity; additionally, movement magnitude displayed by the magnetic

tracker system will be compared between sessions to indicate the session with most DID.

Thus, the session that shows more DID according to these guidelines will be ultimately

used for analysis. In almost all cases (except for two subjects) the second session confirmed

the best "ON" condition.

3.4 Movement Analysis

The amplitude of displacement for each sensor will be computed by calculating the

overall mean magnitude of x, y and z. The x, y and z epochs for each sensor will be divided

into seven second data epochs. Then the mean position of x, y and z of the seven seconds

will be subtracted for each sensor. Subsequently, we will calculate the RMS for x, y and z.

Then square all RMS values for x, y and z and calculate the mean. Finally, we will compute

the square root of the mean and sum the magnitude, thus yielding WBM (i.e. three-

dimensional vectorial average). WBM will be determined by computing the sum of all

sensors, except for the performance hand, forearm and upper arm, in addition to the sacrum.
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RAM will be quantified by first using an automated algorithm to identify each peak

and trough (Figure 9.a). Subsequently, four RAM characteristics will be computed ([Figure

9.b-10] Duval et al. 2001; Duval et al. In Print): 1) range or mean angular displacement

over a full cycle of pronation-supination in degrees (a lower value indicates the presence of

hypokinesia); 2) mean duration of full cycle of pronation-supination in seconds (a high

value denotes the presence of bradykinesia); 3) maximal instantaneous velocity over a full

cycle of pronation-supination in degrees per second (a lower value indicates bradykinesia)

and 4) signal smoothness or RAM cycle amplitude irregularity. The latter is obtained by

computing the standard deviation (SD) of the linear envelope (low pass filter at 1 Hz) from

the normalized pronation-supination trace (mean = and SD = 1). A high value indicates

more variability in RAM amplitude, hence a more irregular performance (Duval et al. 2001;

Duval et al. In Press). Thus, we believe that this may be a measure to investigate the

influence of DID on RAM. For analysis and results, the three trials for the "Peak-dose

session" were averaged for rest and performance WBM. as well as for RAM quantification

measures.

3.5 Statistical Analysis

Recently, a study was conducted using RAM range, duration and irregularity for

comparing two groups: patients with PD and healthy controls (Duval et al. In Print). Based

on the results of the latter study, to maintain a power of 0.8 in the present sample a

minimum prerequisite of four subjects for duration, range and ten subjects for irregularity

are required (Rosner 1995 method for power calculation). In the Duval et al (In Press)

study, PD patients were tested during the "OFF" condition (twelve hours post L-dopa dose)

when compared to healthy controls. Thus, any lack of significance revealed between PD
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Figure 9. Analysis of RAM range, duration and velocity: The first step of the RAM
analysis is to use an automated algorithm that will detect each peak and trough (represented

by oval circles) of the RAM signal (a). RAM range represents the total length of one

pronation-supination cycle (P 1 + P 2). RAM duration for one cycle of pronation-supination

represents the time period between peaks (a). Maximal instantaneous velocity represents C
/ D (degrees per sec) between two data points (b).
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Figure 10. Analysis of RAM irregularity. Irregularity is the standard deviation of the

hnear envelope (low pass filter at 1 Hz) from a normalized signal (E).

patients and controls in the present study must then be considered as a consequence of

dopaminergic medication (i.e. PD patients are in the "ON" condition), meaning that patients

might be able to perform similar to that of healthy controls due to DA replenishment via

levodopa.

WBM during rest and performance for all groups will be compared using a two-way

analysis of variance (ANOVA) (Group x Condition) with repeated measures on the last

factor (Condition). Significance will be declared at p< 0.05. Post hoc multiple comparisons

of means will be performed using the Student Newman-Keuls test to indicate which group

comparisons yield statistical significance. Kruskal-Wallis one-way AA^OVA on ranks will be

used to determine statistical difference between groups for RAM range, duration, velocity

and irregularity, respectively. Additionally, all patients with PD will be pooled and a
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Spearman rank order correlation will determine whether a relationship existed between

RAM performance AND the following clinical characteristics: age, years since diagnosis,

daily levodopa dose, and UPDRS motor score.
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MANUSCRIPT

4.1 Abstract

We investigated the likelihood that hypokinesia/bradykinesia coexist with drug-

induced dyskinesias (DID) in patients with Parkinson's disease (PD). The influence of

dyskinesias on rapid alternating movements (RAM) was investigated in ten dyskinetic

patients (DPD). Their motor performance was compared to that often age/gender-matched

non-dyskinetic patients (NDPD) and ten healthy control subjects. Whole-body magnitude

(WBM) and fast pronation-supination at the wrist were recorded using 6-degrees of

freedom magnetic motion tracker and forearm rotational sensors, respectively. Subjects

were asked to pronate and supinate their dominant hand for 1 Os. Pre- and post-measures

were taken in a neutral position for 20s. RANGE (measure of hypokinesia), DURATION

(measure of bradykinesia), VELOCITY (measure of bradykinesia) and IRREGULARITY

(measure of fluctuations in movement amplitude) were used to assess RAM performance.

Results showed that DPD patients had greater WBM than NDPD and control groups during

rest and RAM performance. There were no differences in performance between NDPD and

DPD groups for RANGE, DURATION and VELOCITY, despite significant longer disease

duration for the DPD group (DPD = 15.5 ± 6.2 years versus NDPD = 6.6 ± 2.6 years).

However, both the NDPD and DPD groups showed lower RANGE, longer DURATION,

and reduced VELOCITY compared to controls, suggesting the presence of bradykinesia

and hypokinesia. In the case of IRREGULARITY, DPD patients showed clear fluctuations

in movement amplitude compared to the NDPD and control groups. However, the lack of

correlation between WBM and IRREGULARITY within the DPD group (Spearman's rank

order, Rho = 0.3 1 , p > 0.05), suggests that DID was not the primary cause of the fluctuating
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movement amplitude observed in that group. In conclusion, these findings suggest that DID

may coexists with bradykinesia and hypokinesia, but that they are not inevitably

accompanied with worsening motor performance.

4.2 Introduction

The debilitating motor functions observed in Parkinson's patients are instigated by

the progressive loss of dopaminergic neurons in the substantia nigra pars compacta.

Levodopa (L-dopa) remains one of the most efficacious pharmacological agents available

for the symptomatic relief of idiopathic Parkinson's disease (PD). However, its use is

associated with long term complications; the most common and disabling being drug-

induced dyskinesias (DID) (Bedard et al. 1986; Rascol et al 2000). Although the

pathophysiological origin of DID is not well understood, it has been suggested that that

changes in temporal and spatial pattems of neural firing within the basal ganglia motor

circuits may account for DID manifestation (Agid et al 1985; Blanchet et al 1995; Vitek

and Giroux 2000; Obeso et al 2000). There is also clear evidence of abnormal over-

activation of motor cortical and prefrontal areas in dyskinetic patients (Rascol et al 1998;

Brooks et al 2000). Current models of bradykinesia and hypokinesia however suggest that

the latter symptoms are the result of decreased abnormal neural firing pattems from the

basal ganglia output structures to the cortex, via the thalamus (DeLong 1990; Berardelli et

al2001).

According to the aforemenfioned studies, bradykinesia/hypokinesia and DID may

result from opposite neural disturbances. Interestingly, it has been suggested that

bradykinesia may be clinically present simultaneously with DID (Berardelli et al. 2001).

Another possibility is that DID itself may impact upon the motor performance of patients
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during rapid alternating movements (RAM). DID would then represent noise that may

affect the speed at which voluntary movements are performed. In fact, this latter hypothesis

has been suggested for PD tremor, another involuntary movement superimposed over

voluntary motor behaviour. Volkmarm et al. (1 996) was able to show in PD patients that the

motor cortex is part of a network of brain segments that show tremor-related oscillatory

activity. The authors suggested that these central motor circuit oscillations (or "noise")

could interfere with voluntary motor activity. Moreover, Logigian et al. (1991)

demonstrated that large amplitude finger tremor influenced the timing at which voluntary

muscle contraction is performed. Imaging studies have also shown that tremor possesses

similar neural networks as RAM (Parker et al. 1992; Duffau et al. 1996). Carboncini et al.

(2001) supported this observation by demonstrating that tremor caused an increase in

movement time during an upper-arm extension task. Therefore, tremor may play a role in

bradykinesia. In fact, ventral-lateral thalamotomy, a surgical procedure that is effective for

alleviating tremor (Ohye et al. 1982; Nagaseki et al. 1986; Duval et al. 2000; Duval et al. In

Print), has been shown to improve fine movement accuracy (Perret 1968, 1970; Duval et al.

In Press). Whether DID has a similar influence on voluntary motor behaviour in PD

patients is yet to be determined.

In keeping with the aforementioned evidence presented, we hypothesize that

bradykinesia/hypokinesia may be present during choreic DID, hindering RAM performance

in PD patients. If RAM is not hindered by DID, then it could be assumed that

bradykinesia/hypokinesia are indeed opposite neural disturbances. Accordingly, the goal of

the present study was to investigate the impact of peak-dose choreic DID on RAM in

patients with PD.
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4.3 Methods

4. 3. 1 Participants

Whole-body magnitude (WBM) and motor performance were quantified in thirty

participants at the Brock University motor disorders lab. Ten idiopathic DPD (DPD)

participants (aged 56-76 years old, mean 67.5 + 6.3 years) who demonstrated mild to

moderate peak-dose choreic dyskinesias following their levodopa treatment were recruited

from the Movement Disorder Clinic at the London Health Science Centre, Ontario.

Participants were excluded from the study if they suffered from dementia or psychiatric

disorders (or if they used neuroleptic drugs), presented dystonia as their predominant form

of dyskinesia, possessed high amplitude tremors, or had surgical procedures related to their

Parkinson's. Also tested, ten age/gender-match non-DPD (NDPD) participants, who also

met the aforementioned basic criteria, but had not yet experience DID in their lifetime

(aged 47-78 years old, mean 67.9 + 9.3 years) and ten age/gender-match healthy control

subjects (aged 47-79 years old, mean 66.5 + 10.9 years). The Brock University and

University of Western Ontario Ethics Review Board approved the experimental design and

subjects provided signed consent prior to testing. Patients were tested during the ON

condition; 20-40 minutes following their afternoon L-dopa dose (session one) and again

approximately 1 .5-2 hours following their L-dopa dose (session two). The third section of

the unified Parkinson's disease rating scale (UPDRS) was used to measure parkinsonian

motor disability (maximal score 108) between testing sessions and once again following the

second testing session to distinguish best ON condition. Testing took place in the afternoon,

since clinical evidence has suggested that PD patients experience DID more prominently

after a build up of successive doses of levodopa/carbidopa (Joseph et al. 1995) and also
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because DID possess a diurnal motor pattern, which is described as an increase in severity

ofDID in the evenings (Marsden 1980; Merello et al. 1997; Nutt 2001 ; Joseph et al. 1995).

4.3.2 Apparatus

WBM was quantified using the Jlock of birds magnetic motion tracker system

(Innovative Sports Training, Chicago, IL). This system uses 15 sensors that provide the

displacement (x, y and z) and orientation (pitch, yaw and roll) of movement in each body

segment relative to a fixed transmitter. By using the "grid" method within a twelve feet

radius, the system was capable of providing resolution of 0.1 deg rotational and 0.08 cm

translational; and accuracy of 0.5 deg rotational and 0.25 cm translational (Innovative

Sports Training, Chicago, IL; Eckhouse et al. 1996; Milne et al. 1996). This method

requires that a series of readings be taken at known locations, which are equally spaced

throughout the measurement grid (x, y and z). Upon completion of all recorded readings,

the system computes the correction polynomials using a regression equation; thus adjusting

the mapped space for any distortions within the magnetic field. However, in order to

improve the accuracy and resolution, we reduced the abovementioned grid and calibrated a

smaller testing space. In total, 100 readings were taken at every 30.5 cm intervals

throughout the space in the x, y and z by means of an anthropometer. Upon completion, the

calibrated space consisted of 3 feet (x) by 4 feet (y) by 4 feet (z) grid, yielding an accuracy

of 0.04 cm and resolution of 0.04 cm. It is worthy to note that the working space was only

calibrated once, where all participants were tested.

Sensors were placed bilaterally on each of the following body segments: superior

spinae of the scapula, mid-lateral upper-arm, mid-lateral forearm, dorsal hand, lateral shank

and dorsal foot. Sensors were also attached to the posterior head (transverse plane running
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through the eyes), thorax (Tl) and sacrum (between SI and S2), respectively. Patients were

positioned (within the middle of the working space) approximately one meter away from

the magnetic transmitter facing the positive y-axes.

Subsequent to patient sensor set-up, body segments were digitized (using a stylus)

based on pre-determined anatomical landmarks, in order for the system to assign each

sensor the centre of mass of local segment axes. The system calculates these anatomical

landmarks based on the manual entry of subjects height and weight, where then the system

uses anthropometric tables ("centroid" method) to calculate centre of mass for each body

segment axes. By distinguishing joint centers, the long axes of body segments are

established. All patients were digitized prior to testing and data was sampled at 100 Hz, per

sensor.

RAM was quantified using a consecutive pronation-supination of the wrist while

holding a forearm rotational sensor. The system includes two handballs located at one end

of a light 1 .2-m wooden dowel; attached to the other end of each dowel is a potentiometer

fixed inside a plastic box that detects rotation as subjects rotate the ball. The forearm

rotational sensor has a resolution of 0.3 degrees. Analog outputs from the potentiometer

were sampled at 200 Hz and stored for analysis.

4.3.3 Experimental Procedure

Following digitization, participants were instructed to sit on an armless-wooden

chair and hold the two handballs attached to the potentiometer while keeping their elbows

approximately three inches away from their body (approximately 120'') in a neutral

position. Participants were instructed to pronate-supinate their dominant hand (the non-
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dominant hand held the other handball during RAM performance but did not perform the

RAM task) and to abstain from any voluntary movements other than the one requested for

the pronation-supination task, while at same time not suppressing any involuntary

movements. Additionally, it is important to note that subjects were instructed to perform the

RAM task with maximal rotational excursion and as fast as possible.

An auditory cue signalled the starting of the recording session. First, the participants

were instructed to hold their neutral position as stated above for a period of 20 seconds,

then they were instructed to pronate-supinate their dominant forearm for ten seconds,

however only seven seconds from the beginning of movement was used for analysis. Upon

RAM completion, another 20 sec without movement (in neutral condition) was recorded.

This cycle was repeated three consecutive times, with a one-minute rest period between

each trial.

To identify peak dose dyskinesias (dyskinetic group), two sessions were recorded

for all participants and we abided by the following guidelines throughout the testing

procedure: participants were continuously monitored and asked to provide feedback with

respect to their dyskinesia severity; additionally, movement magnitude displayed by the

magnetic tracker system was compared between sessions to indicate the session with most

DID. Thus, the session that showed more DID base on these guidelines was ultimately used

for analysis. In almost all cases (except for two subjects) the second session confirmed the

best "ON" condition.
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4. 3. 4 Movement Analysis

The amplitude of each sensor was computed by calculating the mean magnitude of

X, y and z. The x, y and z epochs for each sensor were divided into seven second data

epochs. Then the mean position of x, y and z of the seven seconds were subtracted for each

sensor. Subsequently, we calculated the RMS for all sensors. We then squared all RMS

values for x, y and z and calculated the mean. Finally, we computed the square root of the

mean and summed the magnitude, thus yielding three-dimensional vectorial amplitude.

WBM was determined by computing the sum of all sensors, except for the performance

hand, forearm and upper arm, in addition to the sacrum.

RAM was quantified by first using an automated algorithm to identify each peak

and trough. Subsequently, four RAM characteristics were computed (Duval et al. 2001;

Duval et al. In Print): 1) range or mean angular displacement over a full cycle of pronation-

supination in degrees (a lower value indicates the presence of hypokinesia); 2) mean

duration of full cycle of pronation-supination in seconds (a high value denotes the presence

of bradykinesia); 3) maximal instantaneous velocity over a fiill cycle of pronation-

supination in degrees per second (a lower value indicates bradykinesia) and 4) signal

smoothness or RAM cycle amplitude irregularity. The latter was obtained by computing the

standard deviation (SD) of the linear envelope from the normalized pronation-supination

trace (mean = and SD = 1). A high value indicates more variability in RAM amplitude,

hence a more irregular performance (Duval et al. 2001; Duval et al. In Press). Thus, we

believe that this may be a measure to investigate the influence ofDID on RAM.
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4. 3. 5 Statistical Analysis

Recently, a study was conducted using RAM range, duration, and irregularity for

comparing two groups; patients with PD and healthy controls (Duval et al. 2005 In Print).

Based on the results of the latter study, to maintain a power of 0.8 in the present sample a

minimum prerequisite of four subjects for duration and range and ten subjects for

irregularity are required (Rosner 1995 method for power calculation). In the Duval et al

(2005 In Print) study PD patients were tested during the "OFF" condition (twelve hours

post L-dopa dose) when compared to healthy controls. Thus, any lack of significance

revealed between PD patients and controls in the present study must then be considered as a

consequence of dopaminergic medication (i.e. PD patients are in the "ON" condition).

WBM during rest and performance condition for all groups were compared using

two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) {Group x Condition) with repeated measures on the

last factor (Condition). Significance was declared at p < 0.05. Post hoc multiple

comparisons of means were performed using the Student Newman-Keuls test to indicate

which group comparisons yield statistical significance. Kruskal-Wallis one-way ANOVA

on ranks were performed to determine statistical difference between groups for RAM range,

duration, velocity and irregularity, respectively. Additionally, all patients with PD were

pooled and a Spearman rank order correlation was used to determine whether a relationship

existed between RAM performance AND the following clinical characteristics: age, years

since diagnosis, daily levodopa dose, and UPDRS motor score.

4.4, Results

The results includes the average section is Participant characteristics are illustrated

in Table 1 . It is important to note that within the pooled PD group, age, age of onset and
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daily levodopa dose were not correlated with RAM characteristics since all correlations

were found to be below 0.35 (Spearman's Rho, p > 0.05 in all cases), thus indicating that

these factors did not influence RAM performance.

Table 1. Participants' clinical characteristics for best "ON" session (PD Parkinson's

disease, UPDRS unified Parkinson's disease rating scale). Age/gender match Controls (aged

47 -79 years old, mean 66.5+10.9 years).Note: a significant difference existed for disease

duration (Mann-Whitney rank sum-test: t = 148, p < 0.05) and age of onset (t = 72, p <

0.05, DPD = 51.6 years old vs. NDPD = 61.3 years old), but not for age, L-dopa daily

dose and motor score between DPP and NDPD (p < 0.05).





4.4. 1 Whole-Body Magnitude

WBM for all groups is illustrated in Figure 1 1 . For WBM, ANOVA revealed there

were Group (F = 15.34, df = 2, p < 0.05), Condition (F = 154.22, df = 1, p < 0.05) and

Group X Condition interaction (F = 22.3, df = 2, p < 0.05). Post hoc analysis revealed that

during the rest condition, NDPD patients and controls showed similar WBM (p > 0.05),

however the DPD group showed significantly greater WBM than other groups (p < 0.05, in

all cases), as expected. During motor performance, NDPD patients and controls

demonstrated similar WBM (p > 0.05); and again the DPD group demonstrated

significantly greater WBM than other groups (p < 0.05, in all cases). All groups showed a

significant increase in WBM from rest to performance (p < 0.05), however, this increase

was greater for the DPD group.

Whole Body Magnitude

0.4

0.3

I 0.2

0.1

0.0

Rest

During RAM

Control NDPD DPD

Figure 11. Whole-body magnitude. Collective results for all groups. Two stars {^^)
indicates significant difference between groups, one star (*) indicates significant

difference within group. Note that there were no significant differences between NDPD
and controls (p > 0.05).
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In addition to WBM, the movement amplitude of the non-performing hand for all

groups was measured: Figure 12 illustrates this comparison. ANOVA (Kruskall-Wallis) on

ranks revealed a significant group effect (H = 11 .2, p < 0.05). Post-hoc analysis (Student-

Knewman-Keuls) revealed that both NDPD patients and controls showed similar lower

hand movement amplitude during motor performance (p < 0.05). However, The DPD group

showed significantly larger hand movement than both the NDPD and control groups (p <

0.05).





4.4.2 RAM Performance

Figure 1 3 illustrates the results for RAM range, duration, velocity and irregularity.

For range, ANOVA showed a significant group effect (H = 6.8, p < 0.05). Post-hoc analysis

revealed that both DPD and NDPD groups showed similar lower range (p > 0.05), despite

longer disease duration [DPD = 1 5 years versus NDPD = 6.6 years, Mann-Whitney rank

sum-test: t = 148, p < 0.05]). However both patient groups showed significantly lower

range compared to controls (p < 0.05), indicating the presence of hypokinesia. No

correlations existed between range and WBM within the DPD group (Rho = 0.2, p > 0.05),

meaning the level of WBM was not associated with decreased range. For duration,

ANOVA revealed no significant group effect (p > 0.05). Thus, movement duration for the

DPD group was similar the NDPD (p > 0.05) and control groups (p > 0.05). No correlation

existed between duration and WBM within DPD (Rho = 0.47, p > 0.05). For Velocity,

ANOVA showed a significant group effect (H = 7.9, p < 0.05). Post-hoc analysis revealed

that both DPD and NDPD groups showed similar slower velocity (p > 0.05). However,

both PD groups showed significantly slower velocity than controls (p < 0.05), suggesting

the presence of bradykinesia. No correlation existed between velocity and WBM within the

DPD group (Rho = -0.08, p > 0.05). For irregularity, ANOVA showed a significant group

effect (H = 6.7, p < 0.05). Post-hoc analysis revealed that both the NDPD group and

controls showed similar lower irregularity score (p > 0.05). On the other hand, DPD

patients showed a higher irregularity during movement than NDPD patients and controls (p

< 0.05). No correlations existed between irregularity and WBM within the DPD group (Rho

= 0.31, p > 0.05). Figure 14 illustrates an example ofRAM performance from a patient with

DID and his or her age/gender match NDPD patient and control.
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To further support our results, a separate but similar analysis (as stated above)

between the same subject groups was performed for the motor performance condition

(Figure 15). In this case, the ten DPD patients were categorized into two groups of five: 1) a

high WBM group (i.e. DPD patients with greater DID magnitude) and low WBM group

(i.e. DPD patients with smaller DID magnitude). Age/gender match NDPD patients and

controls were also categorized in the aforementioned manner according to their matched

DPD patient. Subsequently, WBM during motor performance was compared between

groups using a Kruskal-Wallis one-way ANOVA on ranks. The latter test was also

employed to compare RAM range, duration, velocity and irregularity between groups,

respectively. Figure 1 5 illustrates the results for WBM and RAM characteristics for low and

high groups. WBM during RAM was significantly greater in the DPD hi group than DPD

low group (p < 0.05). WBM in both low and high DPD groups were also significantly

greater than all other groups (p < 0.05, in all cases), as expected. As for RAM range,

duration, velocity, or irregularity, no significant differences were found between groups (p

> 0.05). However, careful interpretation of these results is needed since there is a clear trend

for NDPD patients to perform worse than controls. Interestingly, Figure 1 5 illustrates that

in some circumstances, DPD patients with low levels of DID performed much better than

their counterparts in the NDPD group. Irregularity had a tendency to be present only in the

DPD groups, irrespective of their DID magnitude.
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4.5 Discussion

4.5. 1 Whole-Body Magnitude and the impact ofRAM

The results revealed that at rest, DPD patients had higher WBM than NDPD and

controls, as expected. During motor performance, NDPD patients and controls

demonstrated a similarly low increase in WBM, but the DPD group demonstrated

significantly greater WBM during performance, and a greater increase from rest to active

than other groups. The relatively small augmented movements observed in NDPD and

control groups during motor performance is probably the result of motor-overflow, a

phenomenon known to occur in patients with PD (van den Berg et al. 2000; Hoy et al.

2004) and healthy individuals (Armatas et al. 1994, 1996; Daffertshofer et al. 1999).

However, in DPD patients this augmentation in WBM is referred to as "overflow

dyskinesia". A phenomenon consistent with clinical observations from other studies, which

report marked aggravation of DID in patients with PD during voluntary motor behaviour

(Nutt 1990; Durif et al. 1999). Furthermore, during motor performance, the NDPD and

control groups demonstrated similar hand amplitude in the non-performing hand, while the

DPD group showed significantly larger hand amplitude than other groups. In this case, it is

reasonable to assume while DPD patients were performing RAM in one hand, they were

simultaneously experiencing significantly greater mirror movements (MM) in the non-

performing hand (involuntary movements occurring in analogous muscles contralateral to

the voluntary movements). Although MM have been reported in healthy adults (Armatas et

al. 1994, 1996; Daffertshofer et al. 1999) it is most often more pronounced in movement

disorders (i.e. PD, Armatas et al 1996; van den Berg et al. 2000). However, in the present

study DPD patients showed significantly greater MM than NDPD patients, possibly
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suggesting that MM are more pronounced in patients with DID. Although it is difficult to

interpret this observation, it is possible that cortical-overactivation, a phenomenon observed

in DPD patients (Rascol et al 1998; Brooks et al 2000), may play a secondary role in

augmenting these movements. Since DPD patients are already experiencing overflow

dyskinesias in non-performing limbs, it is logical to assume that MM would also facilitate

motor activation in the non-performing hand.

4.5.2 RAM Performance

During RAM performance, DPD and NDPD groups showed similar lower range

(despite longer disease duration) than controls, indicating the presence of hypokinesia.

Duration for the DPD group was similar to the NDPD and controls. For peak velocity, both

DPD and NDPD groups showed similar slower velocity than controls, suggesting the

presence of bradykinesia. RAM irregularity was significantly greater in DPD patients than

NDPD and controls. Moreover, within each PD group no correlations existed between

range, duration, velocity and irregularity and WBM, respectively, indicating that an

increase in WBM in the DPD group (or pooled patients with PD) was not systematically

associated with decreased RAM performance.

Based on our aforementioned hypothesis, DPD patients should demonstrate smaller

amplitude and longer duration and shorter velocity scores during RAM than NDPD

patients. The rationale behind this assumption is that neural noise output associated with

DID would conflict with voluntary cortical motor commands, thus leading to an aggravated

bradykinesia/hypokinesia. Evidently, this was not the case; DPD patients in fact showed

similar range, duration and velocity compared to NDPD patients, despite DPD patients
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having longer disease duration than NDPD patients. Therefore, it is clear that neural noise

generated by dyskinesias in the cortex seems to have no hindering effect on motor circuits

used to generate fast repetitive alternating movements. In fact, the presence of dyskinesias

appears to be accompanied with neither a positive or negative effect on bradykinesia.

Accordingly, it is reasonable to suggest that the presence of DID may be accompanied with

cortical overactivity that may facilitate neural circuits responsible for RAM generation, thus

representing a source of compensatory mechanism.

For RAM irregularity, it was expected that DPD patients would have a higher score.

Indeed, RAM irregularity was greater in DPD patients than other groups. However, no

correlation was found between WBM and RAM irregularity, suggesting that the latter was

not influenced by the former. Although it is difficult to interpret the direct cause of this

relationship, this increase could be a matter of scaling a fast paced movement. Therefore,

while attempting to meet this scale, DPD patients simultaneously generated or displayed a

more irregular RAM performance. The cortical overactivation associated with DID may

alter the way patients scale repetitive movements. An alternative explanation could be that

this increase in irregularity may be due to the progressive nature of the disease, as seen in

patients with longer disease duration (i.e. DPD patients in the present study). In fact, within

the pooled PD groups there was a weak positive correlation between disease duration and

irregularity (Rho = 0.53, p < 0.05), suggesting that patients with longer disease duration

performed at a more irregular movement.

4.5.3 The relationship between dyskinesias and bradykinesia/hypokinesia

The present results revealed that patients with DID did not perform worse than

patients in the NDPD group, thus suggesting that dyskinesias did not have direct influence
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on voluntary motor behaviour. However, we propose that the induction of DID, at a certain

level, may compensate for some of the bradykinetic and hypokinetic processes. The latter

argument can be supported by the fact that DPD patients had significantly longer disease

duration than their age/gender match NDPD patients but still performed at a similar

capacity. For instance, if the L-dopa dose of the DPD group was reduced enough to

eliminate DID, the level of performance of the DPD group would most likely fall well

below that of the NDPD group, supporting the counterbalancing of longer disease duration

effect. Although our second analysis failed to reach significance, there was a clear tendency

in certain cases (i.e. PD patients with low WBM) where DPD patients actually performed

better than NDPD patients. To attempt to rationalise this concept, it is usefial to review the

literature on cortical- overactivity observed in dyskinetic patients.

It is thought that the cause of augmented DID by motor tasks may be a cause of

abnormal facilitation of attentional processes (Durif et al. 1999). Indeed, there is evidence

of overactivity in pre-motor, supplementary motor, primary motor, basal ganglia and

prefrontal projections in DPD patients compared to NDPD patients at rest and during

voluntary motor tasks (Rascol et al 1998; Brooks et al 2000). It could be that over-

activation of motor sensory areas caused by dyskinesias are spawning other areas of the

CNS to adapt to basal ganglia dysfunction. Thus, a possible by-product of this process is

better RAM performance. Although this study does not clearly confirm such neural

mechanisms to be responsible for the above findings, this may be perceived as a

compensatory mechanism initiated by the priming effect of DID. If this is the case,

abnormal excitation of the limbic and motor structures projecting to the cortex may in turn

enhance other processing mechanisms by recruiting additional neural circuits for the
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execution of motor commands. Consequently, in some cases this may allow patients with

DID to perform better than NDPD patients.

Therefore, there are two possible mechanisms that may be occurring in the

dyskinetic brain: on the one hand the overactivation of thalamocortical excitatory

projections are somehow alleviating some of the interaction between the primary deficit

responsible for bradykinesia and hypokinesia; or DID may in fact be facilitating neural

circuits responsible for the generation ofRAM.

Additionally, it is also probable that overactivation of one part of the cortex may

alter the balance between reciprocal inhibition and excitation in other areas of cortex, hence

changing the neural firing patterns within the motor sensory system. Accordingly, DID may

be associated with the compensating characteristics of the basal ganglia, a mechanism

manifested due to dopaminergic loss and alteration (pulsatile stimulation of exogenous

DA).

Results from chronic high frequency DBS of the GPi can also be of great interest,

since Krack et al (1998) discovered that by stimulating the ventral zone of the Gpi, they

were able to decrease DID, while at the same time eliminating the anti-akinetic effects of

levodopa treatment; patients became severely akinetic after DBS. Interestingly, stimulation

of the Gpi at a more dorsal location (located inside the GPe or dorsal border of the GPi)

improved OFF-drug bradykinesia but simultaneously induced dyskinesias in some PD

patients. This may ftirther support that that the priming of dyskinesias in particular

segments of the cortex may be accompanied with releasing some of the deficit responsible

for the underlying bradykinesia. Accordingly, there is no consistent evidence indicating that
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alleviation of DID is purely accompanied with improved bradykinesia, or vice versa. In

fact, pallidotomy, a successful intervention that alleviates DID, only has mild effects (30%

improvement) on bradykinesia scores in OFF PD patients and no benefits in the ON

condition (Samuel et al 1 998).

It is plausible that dyskinesia, hypokinesia and bradykinesia are marked from three

separate or distinct patterns of neural firing, allowing dyskinesia to occur at the same time

as bradykinesia and hypokinesia. Indeed, the present study supports this possible

coexistence, since DPD patients showed similar bradykinesia and hypokinesia severity to

that ofNDPD patients. In the context of this coexistence, it is plausible that neural circuits

generated by dyskinesias could aid or alleviate, from the bradykinesia, one component of an

encoded cortical motor command, such as cortical encoding for duration or amplitude of

muscle movement. Based on the new dyskinesia model proposed by Obeso et al (2000),

this would be logical, since they suggest that overactivation of thalamocortical projections

is not confined to purely an increase in firing frequency, but rather this increase in neural

activation is also accompanied with changes in the quantity and duration of firing bursts,

degree of neural synchrony and degree of lateral inhibition. Mink et al. (1996) suggests that

the temporal and spatial pattern of the normal basal ganglia may assist the cortex in

activating programs that are responsible for desired movements and suppression of

undesired movements.

Therefore, it is also plausible that dyskinesia, hypokinesia and bradykinesia are

marked from three separate or distinct neural pathways. For instance, cortical

overactivation may originate from hypoactivity of the GPI-thalamo-cortical pathway, while

bradykinesia and hypokinesia originate from the GP projections to brainstem segments that
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receive somatotopic neural input from the basal ganglia output nuclei and STN (i.e. PPN)

(Parent & Cicchetti 1998; "''Obeso et al. 2000). Thus, because it is not fully confirmed

where bradykinesia and hypokinesia are generated, it is possible that their functions may be

associated with brain stem segments such as the PPN, which in addition to receiving major

neural projections from the GPi and STN, also provides excitatory innervation to the SNc

(Parent & Cicchetti 1998; ''''Obeso et al. 2000). Therefore, cortical-overactivity, in

combination with a lack of remodulation in the brainstem pathways, may attribute to this

alleviation or bypass of bradykinesia and hypokinesia. Accordingly, this may support the

coexistence between bradykinesia, hypokinesia and DID.

4.5.4 Clinical implications of(he present results.

Despite the fact that severe motor complications such as DID can ultimately be

disabling at some point during the course of PD, mild to moderate DID may not have a

negative effect on voluntary motor behaviour during the initial phases of the appearance of

DID. Interestingly, previous studies who investigated the impact of DID on quality of life in

PD patients have produced conflicting results; from no effect to a negative effect on quality

of life of PD patients (Karlsen et al. 2000; ''Schrag et al. 2000; Siderowf et al. 2002;

Damiano et al. 2000; Pechevis et al. 2001). However, in a recent study, Marras et al (2004)

investigated the impact of DID on quality of life of 1 82 early PD patients over a four year

period. The results confirmed that within the four years of dopaminergic treatment,

dyskinesias did not have a negative impact on the quality of life of PD patients. In fact,

dyskinetic patients showed better quality of life scores than non-dyskinetic patients over the

first two years of treatment after the appearance of DID. Finally, no association existed

during the following two years. The authors suggested that the latter may have been due to
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increased severity of DID or that PD at more advanced stages may diminish the impact of

DID relative to other aspects of motor fimction (Marras et al. 2004). Accordingly, since

DPD patients in the present study had longer disease duration than NDPD patients but

showed similarities in RAM performance, it is reasonable to suggest that DID may not have

negative impact on motor performance, but rather may play a positive role. Of course, the

present implications may apply only for fast repetitive movements, as slower or more fine

movements may still be affected by DID. In that case, there would be a strong relationship

between the amplitude of DID and motor performance. Although further investigation in

this matter is admittedly needed, our results nevertheless may have useful therapeutic

implications; possibly supporting the use of levodopa even in the early stages of the

appearance of DID.
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GENERAL CONCLUSION

Results from the present study showed that DID seem to have no hindering effect

on motor circuits used to generate fast repetitive movements. In fact, the presence of

dyskinesias appears to be accompanied with neither a positive or negative effect on neural

processes responsible for bradykinetic and hypokinetic processes, despite DPD patients

having longer disease duration than NDPD patients. Accordingly, the presence of DID may

be accompanied with cortical overactivity that may facilitate or alleviate neural circuits

responsible for RAM generation, thus representing a source of compensatory mechanism.

Although our results may have significant and useful therapeutic implications, further

investigation in this matter is admittedly needed.

5.1 Limitations/Future Applications

Considering that the present findings are recent to this field of study, it is vital for

ftjture studies to quantify patients with DID in the "OFF" condition. This will ftirther

substantiate the impact of DID on voluntary motor behaviour and confirm whether or not

the initial phases of the appearance of DID in fact plays a positive role in generating fast

repetitive movements. Future studies should also lay emphasis on incorporating a larger

sample size (including young-onset and late-onset PD patients) as well as assessing a

broader spectrum of dyskinesias. This will further augment any trends as well as generalize

outcomes to PD populations. Ultimately, the present findings of this study are a valuable

addition to further understanding the role as well as the impact of involuntary movements

on the quality life of PD patients. Accordingly, one of the most important features of this

study is that previous methods in assessing DID have not integrated a 3-D whole-body
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assessment of involuntary movements and their impact on voluntary motor behaviour.

Finally, this is an essential step in developing a dynamic approach for the accurate

evaluation of pharmacological and surgical interventions aimed at improving motor

function, while keeping involuntary movements at a level that may be proposed as

beneficial in PD patients.
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